Three-dimensional resistive metamaterial absorber loaded with metallic resonators for the enhancement of lower-frequency absorption
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Abstract: Resistive patch array incorporating with metallic backplane provided an effective way to the achievement of broadband metamaterial absorbers(MAs). When loading metallic metamaterial to resistive MA, the outstanding construction helps realize more flexible and diversified forms of broadband absorption. In this paper, we attempted to load metallic resonators(MRs) to resistive MA in the three-dimensional construction, which benefits further enhancement of lower-frequency absorption. Simulation showed that the partial absorption band was separated to lower frequency, while the rest of broadband absorption was unaffected. Meanwhile, after combining multi-unit of the proposed MAs, the stair-stepping broadband absorption was also achieved. At last, three samples were fabricated. The agreements between simulations and experimental results demonstrated that resistive MA loaded with MRs provided an effective way for further enhancement of lower-frequency absorption with almost no change of the absorbing structure and areal density. Thus, it is worthy to expect a wide range of applications to emerge inspired from the proposed attempt.
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1. Introduction

Metamaterials consist of periodic subwavelength unit cell which can provide more possibility to construct the desired constitutive parameters. As new artificial medium, metamaterials have great applications in many fields, such as superlenses [1-3], invisibility cloaks [4-6], and perfect absorbers [7-10]. For the field of electrometric wave absorbing medium, the perfect metamaterial absorber was firstly proposed based on three-layered configuration of metal-dielectric-metal [7]. The strong resonance from the metallic metamaterial and the loss from the dielectric substrate worked together contributing to nearly perfect absorption at one frequency. Based on this, various MAs with one-, two- or multi-band absorption were proposed.
However, the highly effective absorption always accompanies with the narrow bandwidth, which was the fundamental obstacle limited the practical application.

To achieve broadband MAs, a lot of attempts were carried out. First of all, the combination of multi-unit exciting contiguous resonances can be thought as a directly way to construct a continuously broadband absorption [14-19]. One the hand, the multi-unit exciting contiguous highly effective absorption peaks can assemble together on the same plane [14,15]. But the inherent contradiction between the absorbing efficiency and the duty radio always hindered the further enhancement of broadband absorption. On the other hand, the varied units with the contiguous absorption peaks can also be arranged along the wave vector to achieve outstanding broadband absorption [16-18]. But the expansion of absorption bandwidth was carried out at the sacrifice of ultrathin thickness and light weight characteristic. Then, considering the resonance is inspired from the dispersion of effective medium, loading lumped elements to MA can provide an effective way to ameliorate the dispersion relation to achieve broadband absorption [19-22]. More specifically, when loading lumped resistor and capacitor to MA, the several absorption peaks will not only be adjusted to more adjacent frequencies, but they also exhibit low Q factor in the spectrum. And the several absorption peaks with low Q factor finally overlapped together contributing highly effective and broadband absorption. Meanwhile, the materials with strong ohmic loss, such as resistive patch, can also be introduced here to construct broadband MA in electromagnetic wave [23-29]. Compared with the aforementioned MA based on metal-dielectric-metal configuration, resistive MAs were easy to achieve highly effective and broadband absorption as well as other advantages, such as light-weight, low cost, and easy fabrication. However, with deep research of resistive MAs, it was also demonstrated that the further enhancement of broadband absorption, especially for lower-frequency absorption, was not easy to be carried out when the total thickness of the resistive MA was given.

In this paper, aiming at the target of lower-frequency absorption enhancement in resistive MA, we attempted to load MRs to the resistive MA to reconfigure the broadband absorption performance. As a proof, the three-dimensional resistive patch array standing on the metal backplane was firstly introduced here for broadband absorption. Then, the metallic bamboo joint structures as MRs were adhered to the side of resistive patches. The strong resonance inspired by the MRs at lower frequency break the original broadband absorption. Simulation showed that the proposed MA can effectively separate partial absorption band to lower frequency, while keeping the broadband absorption at rest frequencies unchanged. Meanwhile, after combining multi-unit, the stair-stepping broadband absorption was also achieved. At last, three samples were fabricated for experimental demonstration. It was expected that a wide range of applications to emerge inspired from the proposed attempt.

2. Three-dimensional Resistive MA

Using resistive patch to construct broadband MA has always been widely adopted.
Here, our method attempted to using resistive patches to construct array standing up on the metal backplane, the total system can exhibit highly effective and broadband absorption performance. As shown in Figures 1a and 1b, the height, the width and the sheet resistance of each resistive patch were \(d\), \(a\), and \(f_z\), respectively. The resistive patch arranged along \(x\)-axis direction on the square backplane with the size of \(p\). The accordingly gap between adjacent resistive patches was \(s\). The F4B3 substrate used here as a supporter for the construction of the resistive patch array with height \(d\), width \(p\), and thickness \(t\). The relative permittivity and the loss tangent of the F4B3 substrate were 2.65 and 0.001. The copper plate was used here as backplane with a frequency independent conductivity \(\sigma=5.8\times10^7\) S/m and the thickness \(t_c=0.017\) mm. In the simulation, the electric field of the incidence should be set along \(x\)-axis, while the magnetic field was along \(y\)-axis to obtain the broadband absorption. The absorptive efficiency of the three-dimensional resistive MA under normal incidence can be defined as \(A(\omega)=1-R(\omega)-T(\omega)=1-|S_{21}|^2-|S_{11}|^2\), where \(A(\omega)\), \(|S_{11}|^2\) and \(|S_{21}|^2\) are the absorbance, reflectivity and transmissivity, respectively. Due to the existence of metal backplane, the transmission \((S_{21})\) is zero. Thus, the absorbance can be calculated by \(A(\omega) = 1-|S_{11}|^2\) in this paper. After optimization, when the thickness was given as \(d=8.0\) mm, the three-dimensional resistive MA can achieve broadband electromagnetic wave absorption with efficiency more than 90% ranging from 4.6 to 21.4 GHz, as shown in Figure 1c. Meanwhile, during the optimization process, some parameters of resistive patch array which will affect the broadband absorption performance were also discussed here. As shown in Figures 2a-2d, when increasing the size \(a\) of resistive patch from 10.1 to 10.7 mm or decreasing the gap \(s\) between adjacent resistive patches from 0.9 to 0.3 mm, the broadband absorption would further move to lower frequency with very slight extent. The sheet resistance of the resistive patch can be seen as an assistant factor for the improvement of absorption during the operating frequencies. As a comparison, the height of resistive patch played an important role for the enhancement of broadband absorption. With the increase of height from 7.0 to 10.0 mm, the low boundary frequency of absorption bandwidth with efficiency more that 90% will further expand from 7.3 to 4.6 GHz. Thus, it can be concluded that there was less space for further enhancement of lower-frequency absorption when the height of the three-dimensional resistive MA was given.
Three-dimensional resistive MA consists of resistive patches and dielectric substrates standing up on the metal backplane. (a) Front view and side view of each unit cell, (b) Perspective view of three-dimensional resistive MA, (c) Absorption spectrum under normal incidence. The optimized parameters of the resistive MA unit cell are given as following: \( d=8.0 \text{mm} \), \( a=10.5 \text{mm} \), \( s=0.5 \text{mm} \), \( f_z=75.0 \Omega/\text{sq} \), \( t=1.0 \text{mm} \), and \( p=11.0 \text{mm} \).

Figure 2. Absorption spectra of the three-dimensional resistive MAs with different (a) size \( a \) of resistive patch ranging from 10.1 to 10.7mm, (b) sheet resistance \( f_z \) of resistive patch ranging from 55.0 to 115.0\( \Omega/\text{sq} \), (c) gap \( s \) between adjacent resistive patches ranging from 0.3 to 0.9mm, and (d) height \( d \) of resistive patch ranging from 7.0 to 10.0mm.

3. Three-dimensional Resistive MA with MRs

Here, based on the aforementioned design of three-dimensional resistive MA, we attempted to load MRs of bamboo joint structure to reconfigure the broadband absorption performance. The structure diagram was shown in Figure 3a, the F4B3 substrates with height \( d \), width \( p \) and thickness \( t \) were introduced here to stand up on the squared metal backplane with the size \( p \). On the one side of the substrate, the aforementioned resistive patches were adhered periodically. On the other side of the substrate, metallic bamboo joint structures were also printed accordingly. The height,
the width and the sheet resistance of the resistive patch were \( d \), \( a \), and \( f z \). The width of the wire, width of the bamboo joint, and the gap between adjacent bamboo joints were \( w \), \( l \), and \( s \), respectively. The metallic bamboo joint units were arranged along \( x \)-axis with the gap of \( g \) above the metal backplane. The electric field of the incidence was also set along \( x \)-axis to achieve optimal broadband absorption performance. In the simulation, when the three-dimensional resistive MAs loaded with MRs, the originally continuous broadband absorption performance was not exit. Instead, the partial absorption band was separated to lower frequency. With the increased width \( l \) of bamboo joint structures from 2.0 to 6.0mm, the separated absorption band with efficiency more than 90% would gradually move to lower frequencies from 4.0-4.8GHz to 2.3-2.5GHz, while the continuous broadband absorption during higher frequencies was still unaffected, as shown in Figure 4a. Based on the separated broadband absorption performance, a generalized definition of absorption bandwidth was given which reflects the range between the lower boundary frequency of separated absorption band and the upper boundary frequency of unchanged absorption band when the absorption efficiency is more than 90\%. Table 1 gave the generalized absorption bandwidth and the corresponding absorption bandwidth radio for the three-dimensional resistive MAs loaded with different size of MRs. Compared with the former resistive MA in Figure 4b, the absorption bandwidth radio also had an obvious improvement. With the increased width \( l \) of the metallic bamboo joint structure, the absorption bandwidth radio would further increase. Thus, it is obvious that loading MRs to the three-dimensional resistive MAs provide an alternative way to enhance the lower-frequency absorption we are more concerned and sacrifice partial absorption band in the middle frequencies we are not concerned. Meanwhile, the limited bandwidth radios of the proposed MA were also calculated based on the theoretical Rozanov limit [30]. During the operating frequency band of 1.0-21.0GHz, the aforementioned three-dimensional resistive MA achieved the limited bandwidth ratio was 0.67. After loading with different sized MRs, the total absorbing efficiency had no obvious change, as given in Figure 4c. Thus, it can be concluded that fundamental absorbing principle is still unchanged during the broad operating frequency band.

Figure 3. Three-dimensional resistive MAs loaded with MRs. (a) Schematic diagram of the proposed MA unit cell, (b) Perspective view of the proposed MA. The parameters of the proposed MA unit cell are given as following: \( d=8.0\text{mm}, a=10.5\text{mm}, s=0.5\text{mm}, f z=75.0\Omega/\text{sq}, p=11.0\text{mm}, t=1.0\text{mm}, w=0.5\text{mm}, \) and \( s=0.5\text{mm} \).
Figure 4. (a) Absorption spectrum of the three-dimensional resistive MAs loaded with different width \( l \) of MRs. (b) Absorption spectrum of the three-dimensional resistive MA. (c) Limited bandwidth radio of the proposed MA with different width \( l \) of metallic bamboo joint structure.

Table 1. Calculated absorption bandwidth radio of the three-dimensional resistive MAs loaded with different width \( l \) of metallic bamboo joint structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( l ) (mm)</th>
<th>Absorption bandwidth(GHz)</th>
<th>Absorption bandwidth radio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.0-21.1</td>
<td>1.5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5-20.7</td>
<td>1.5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.1-20.6</td>
<td>1.6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.7-20.3</td>
<td>1.7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.4-20.0</td>
<td>1.8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.3-19.8</td>
<td>1.8.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( l \): the width of the loaded metallic bamboo joint structure; Absorption bandwidth: a generalized concept reflects the range between lower boundary frequency of separated absorption band and the upper boundary frequency of unchanged absorption band when the absorption efficiency is more than 90%. Absorption bandwidth radio: a normalized radio between the upper boundary frequency and lower boundary frequency.

To explore the absorption principle of the proposed MA, the electric field intensity distributions and surface current distributions of the proposed MA with different size of MRs were given in Figure 5. From the distributions on the upper, it was obvious that the induced electric field on the three models were all obviously enhanced at the gap of bamboo joint structure. The corresponding surface current distributions on the below also indicated that much induced surface current was generated at the gap of the metallic bamboo joint structure. The metallic bamboo joint structures just like electric resonators which generated resonance at certain frequency under normal incidence. Based on this, the metallic bamboo joint structure can be seen as simple \( RLC \) series circuit. And the width \( l \) of the bamboo joint was seen as a great factor which will influence the equivalent capacitance \( C \) and then determined the resonance frequency. Therefore, the width \( l \) of the bamboo joint has always been seen as a vital parameter directly determined the separated absorption. Meanwhile, as new artificial medium, the constitutive parameters of the proposed MA and its components were worthy to be discussed here to further principle analysis[19]. Figure
6a firstly gave the equivalent permittivity and permeability of the three-dimensional resistive MA. Due to the low conductivity characteristic of the resistive patch, the resistive MA possessed flat dispersion curve, especially nearly constant in the shaded region. Figure 6b gave the equivalent permittivity and permeability of the metallic bamboo joint structure printed on the F4B3 substrate. Due to the existence of the gap in the metallic unit cell, there was strong resonance in dispersion curve at lower frequency in the shaded region. When the three-dimensional resistive MAs with the flat dispersion curve and the MRs with the strong resonance were combined together, the strong resonance at the lower frequency and the flat dispersion were all retained as shown in Figure 6c. Thus, based on the discussion aforementioned, it is worthy to be noted that our attempt effectively enhanced the lower-frequency absorption we are particularly concerned as well as have no influence on the broadband absorption during the rest frequencies. Meanwhile, it also retains the original advantages of simple absorbing structure and light-weight characteristic.

Figure 5. Electric field intensity distributions and surface current distributions of the proposed MA with different width $l$ of metallic bamboo joint structure: (a) $l=2.0\text{mm}$, (b) $l=4.0\text{mm}$, and (c) $l=6.0\text{mm}$.

Figure 6. Constitutive parameters of (a) the three-dimensional resistive MA, (b) the MRs of bamboo joint
structure, (c) the three-dimensional resistive MA loaded with MR.

4. Multi-unit Combinations

Three-dimensional resistive MAs loaded with MRs succeeded in separating partial absorption band to lower frequency for the reconfigurable broadband electromagnetic wave absorption. Due to the strong resonance inspired by the MRs, highly effective absorption band was achieved at lower frequency also companies with the discontinuousness absorption at the middle frequencies. To eliminate the absorption trough, the multi-unit combination of the proposed MA to construct the continuously broadband absorption was also proposed. However, it should be noted that the combination of multi-unit still followed the original duty radio to keep the original light weight characteristic. In the process of combination design, we respectively selected the combination of two-units, three-units and four-units to discuss the broadband absorption performance. Figure 7a firstly showed the combination of two units. The different width of bamboo joint $l=1.0$ and 2.0mm, respectively. And the simulated result showed that the combination of two-units can exhibit stair-stepping broadband absorption performance with the efficiency more than 70% from 3.4 to 6.5GHz and 90% from 6.5 to 21.0GHz. Figure 7b also showed the combination of three units with different width of bamboo joint $l=1.0$, 2.0 and 3.0mm. The simulated result showed that the three-units can exhibit the broadband absorption with the efficiency more than 70% from 3.2 to 6.7GHz and 90% from 6.7 to 21.0GHz. Furthermore, the combination of four-units with the different width of bamboo joint width $l=1.0$, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0mm was shown in Figure 7c, the continuously broadband absorption can be further expanded to lower frequency with the efficiency more than 70% from 3.0 to 6.6GHz and 90% from 6.6 to 20.8GHz. Compared with the original resistive MA, the proposed combined MA effectively enhanced the broadband absorption of lower frequency at the sacrifice of high absorbing efficiency, while keeping the broadband absorption at rest frequency unchanged. Meanwhile, we also calculated the limited bandwidth radio for the combination of two-units, three-units, and four-units during the frequency band of 1.0-26.0GHz. The calculated results of the proposed three models were still the same with the former resistive MA which further verified that the fundamental absorbing principle and total absorbing efficiency during the operating frequencies was still unchanged. Thus, three-dimensional resistive MAs loaded with MRs can exhibit more flexible and various broadband absorption performance according to our expectation.
5. Measurements and Discussions

To fabricate the combination of aforementioned three samples, the screen printing technology was firstly introduced here to fabricate the resistive patch. The rectangular F4B3 substrate as a group consist of 27 unit cell in the same plane were printed with metallic bamboo joint structure of different width $l=1.0$, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0mm. Then, the resistive patches were adhered to the other side of the F4B3 substrate periodically, and the basic components of the proposed MA were achieved. Meanwhile, the implemented 297×297mm$^2$-sized copper plate with foam-fabricated card slots was also fabricated here. When two, three and four kinds of the MA components with different width of metallic bamboo joint structure were inserted to the card slots according the periodic configuration, the combination of two-units, three-units, and four-units were finally achieved.

The experimental measurements of the fabricated three samples were performed by the arch measurement system in a microwave anechoic chamber. The system is based on an Agilent E8363B network analyzer with two pair of broadband antenna horns respectively working in the frequency bands of 2-8GHz, 8-12GHz, and 12-20GHz. The agreement between simulations and measurements indicated that resistive MAs loaded with MRs can effectively enhance the lower-frequency...
absorption with almost no change of the absorbing structure and areal density.

Figure 8. (a) Fabricated samples of the combined MAs in figure 7. (b) Measured and simulated absorption spectra for the combination of two-units, three-units, and four-units.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, we showed that resistive MA loaded with MRs can further optimized the broadband absorption for the enhancement of lower-frequency absorption. In the example of implementation, we loaded the metallic bamboo joint structures to the three-dimensional resistive MA. Simulation showed that the partial absorption band of the proposed MA was separated to lower frequency, while the rest absorption band was unchanged. Meanwhile, the separated absorption band can be adjusted with different size of MRs. Then, after combining the multi-unit of the proposed MA, the stair-stepping broadband absorption was also achieved. During the reconfigured process, the simple absorption principle and light-weight characteristic were always unaffected. At last, three samples were fabricated. The good agreement between experimental results and simulations demonstrated that resistive MAs loaded with MRs provided an effective way for further enhancement of lower-frequency absorption. Never have attempts concentrated on the reconfiguration of the broadband absorption for further enhancement of lower-frequency absorption, nor have resistive MA loaded with MRs was designed in three-dimensional construction. Thus, it is worthy to expect that several applications can be referenced from the proposed methods.
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